Performance
Management
System (PMS)

Performance management
Performance management is the systematic process of ensuring that all activities and
outputs within the organization are linked to the organization's goals in an effective and
efﬁcient manner

Importance of a Performance Management
System (PMS)
Fact driven decision making
The measurement of performance by benchmarking across internal and
external standards helps make the decision making process dependent
upon quantitative ﬁgures rather than gut feeling
Improved resource allocation
Understanding the cost and beneﬁts associated with each and every
business activity allows you to allocate resources in order to maximize the
overall value creation
Increased accountability
As the performance of every process is linked directly to the performance of
individuals, they are more accountable for their respective actions
Identiﬁcation of improvement areas
Continuous monitoring of the performance metrics provides a clearer picture
of areas which have a scope for improvement

Impact on business

Acts as a trigger when
performance falls
below a threshold

Intensiﬁes the
process of change
and improvements to
routine performance

Provides guidance
on the direction of
future performance
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Implementation of PMS
PMS is implemented by developing individual KPIs from corporate objectives through a
cascading process

01
Selecting
performance
management
framework

Evaluate the available frameworks on the basis of applicability
and usability
Identify the most suitable framework
Balanced Scorecard (BSC), OKR, Hoshin Kanri or adoption of system
currently being used by the organization

Make use of the cascading framework for deﬁning objectives
02
Cascading corporate
level objectives

Use the organizational structures and processes
Translate the organizational vision and strategy into objectives
Cascade corporate level objectives till individual level

03
Deﬁning KPIs for
each objective

Identify the crucial factors governing the performance
of functions essential for achieving the deﬁned objectives
Ensuring that KPIs deﬁned are SMART (Speciﬁc,
Measurable, Attainable, Result oriented, & Time based)

Deﬁne baseline, formula, and owner for each KPI
04
Deﬁning attributes
for each KPI

05
Setting up reporting mechanism

03

Assess performance expectations and set short &
long term targets
Industry/Function benchmarks, company
historical records

Create Management Information Systems to
summarize the performance results
Performance management dashboards using
Excel or BI Tool

Balanced Scorecard (BSC)
Underlying Philosophy
Balanced Scorecard helps in translating strategic objectives of an organization into a coherent set
of performance measures. It complements traditional ﬁnancial indicators with measures which
are non-ﬁnancial. The scorecard presents managers with four different perspectives from which
to choose measures
When to use:
Best for organizations that do not have well deﬁned metrics/goals and are willing to devote time for
developing the same

Four perspectives of Balanced Scorecard
Financial

Customer

This perspective views
organizational ﬁnancial
performance and the
use of ﬁnancial resources

This perspective views
organizational performance
from the point of view the
customer or other key
stakeholders that the
organization is designed to serve

It answers the question:
“How do we look to our
shareholders?”

It answers the question:
“How do customers see us?”

Learning and Growth

Internal Processes

This perspective views
organizational performance
through the lenses of human
capital, infrastructure,
technology and culture

This perspective views
organizational performance
through the lenses of
quality and efﬁciency
related to products and
services offered

It answers the question:
“How can we continue to improve,
create value and innovate?”

It answers the question:
“What must we excel at?”

Elements of BSC
Strategic Mapping
Strategy map is a simple
graphic that shows a logical,
cause-and-effect link between
strategic objectives across the
perspectives

Measures
Measures or KPIs are
quantiﬁable parameters
which indicate progress
toward the
desirable outcome

Cascading
Cascading a balanced
scorecard means to translate
the corporate-wide scorecard
down to ﬁrst BUs then
departments & then individuals

Success
stories
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Hoshin Kanri (Goals-Means Approach)
Underlying Philosophy
Hoshin Kanri is a lean method of organizational operations that aligns every level in the
organization with company goals. The idea is that company goals can’t be achieved if they are
created at the top levels of an organization and simply pushed down onto lower departments
When to use:
Best for organizations with strong departmental and individual contributor capabilities
Deployment of Hoshin Kanri

Organization
strategic
objectives

Organization
Key Success
Factors

Department
objectives

Results & Feedback

Organization
KPIs

Goals & KPIs

Department
Key Success
Factors

Department
KPIs

Individual
objectives

Individual
Key Success
Factors

Individual
KPIs

Elements of Hoshin Kanri
Goals-means
Approach
Goals-means approach
derives the objectives
of a level from the key
success factors of
the preceding level

Success
stories
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Measures
Measures or KPIs
are quantiﬁable
parameters which
indicate progress
toward the
desirable outcome

Continuous
Improvement
Uses a Plan, do,
check, act (PDCA)
cycle for continuous
improvement over
the progress made
on the goals set

Continuous
Improvement
Catchball is a process
of discussing targets and
objectives one level down
by the owners making
suggestions, feedback
and new ideas travel
up and down the levels

Objectives and Key Results (OKR)
Underlying Philosophy
Objectives and Key Results (OKR) is a popular management strategy for goal setting within
organizations. The purpose of OKRs is to connect company, team, and personal goals to
measurable results while having all team members and leaders work together in one,
uniﬁed direction
When to use:
Best for organizations operating in a very dynamic environment and not having a ﬁxed set of
processes for execution
Deployment of OKR approach

SET

ACHIEVE

ALIGN

01

Corporate/Leadership team will deploy relevant high-level company OKRs with inputs from
the team such that it reﬂects the strategy for the organization

02

Each subsequent department in the hierarchy will deploy OKRs upon discussion with
other teams such that they are in alignment with the Corporate OKRs set in Step 1
above. Any interdependencies and non-alignment are ironed out by bidirectional approach
so that these tactical OKRs are vertically and horizontally aligned

03

Weekly review is conducted for the tactical OKRs to track results and initiatives. The strategic
OKRs at the Company level are measured over a quarterly period

Elements of OKR
Objectives
Objectives are memorable qualitative
descriptions of what you want to achieve.
Objectives should be short, inspirational
and engaging. An Objective should
motivate and challenge the team

Key Results
Key Results are a set of metrics that measure
your progress towards the Objective. For each
Objective, you should have a set of 2 to 5 Key
Results. More than that and no one will
remember them

Success
stories
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Objectives, Goals, Strategies and Measures
(OGSM) - Overview
Underlying Philosophy
OGSM provides a concise format (one page) and clear framework for developing, aligning and
deploying a long-term (3-5 year) strategic plan. The OGSM framework is designed to connect big
picture strategic elements (mission, vision, values) to operational elements (goals, strategies,
initiatives, measures). The result is a comprehensive, robust and executable strategic plan.
When to use:
Best for organizations not using a speciﬁc strategic framework to deﬁne their direction
Aspects of OGSM

What do we need to achieve?

How do we get there?

OBJECTIVES

GOALS

STRATEGIES

MEASURES

Direction setting
statement.

Financial and
operational
performance goals.

Choices made to
achieve our objectives
and goals. This will also
include projects/
initiatives required to
deliver the strategies.

Quantitative ﬁgures
used to track
progress on each
strategy.

Answers the
question: Where
are we going?

Answers the
question: What
must we accomplish
ﬁnancially?

Answers the question:
How will we prioritize
our choices?

Answers the
question: How do we
measure success?

WORDS

NUMBERS

WORDS

NUMBERS

Elements of OGSM
Business
Units Alignment
Aligning OGSM to different
business units and then to
P&L owners in different
business units

Success
stories
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Support Function
Alignment
SIM (Strategies, Initiatives
and Measures) framework
for aligning support
functions with
business functions

Veriﬁcation
Checking the correctness of
OGSM through Five A
framework – Are they aligned?,
Are they achievable?, Are they
adequate?, Are they accurate?,
Are they ambitious?

Category

01

Stage in which the company is operating

02

Rate of change in the industry

03

Organization Focus

Early
Growth
Mature

Slow
Medium
Fast

Innovation Focus
Process Focus
Performance Focus

04

Organization Design: Decision Making

Centralized
Decentralized

05

Organization Design: Structure

Divisional
Functional
Projectized
Matrix structure

BSC

HK

OKR

OGSM

Category

06 Organization Design: Management Structure
Flat
Hierarchical

07

Linkage to rewards and compensation

Yes
No

08 Culture of the organization
Collaborative
Individualistic

09 Time taken for implementation
High
Medium
Low

10

Complexity of implementation

11

Thorough set of objectives

Complex
Medium
Simple

Yes
No

BSC

HK

OKR

OGSM
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